Close Encounters With an Audacious Mind
Does Beth Moore Really Have the Key to Loving Jesus?

A writing career that grew out of a weekly Bible study that begat Bible study materials, full-length books, and video series and live simulcasts has vaulted Beth Moore into a prominent position in the Christian publishing marketplace for nearly two decades.

Her headliner status owes much to the way in which she and her publications are promoted. She is pitched as being the authority on the problems and challenges many women face, as someone who can teach her readers how to arm themselves against Satan’s attacks, get them out of the pit into deliverance, break free from spiritual strongholds, and cure the “epidemic” of insecurity. Her writings are often promoted as something to fill the void in the lives of evangelical women.

Her latest book, Audacious, published late last summer, is yet another in her line of *ne plus ultra* writings. The back of the book’s dust jacket says:

“Thirty years in the making, *Audacious* is a deep dive into the message that has compelled Beth Moore to serve women around the globe. Glancing over the years of ministry behind her and strengthening her resolve to the call before her, she came to the realization that her vision for women was incomplete. It lacked something they were aching for. Something Jesus was longing for. Beth identifies that missing link by digging through Scripture, unearthing life experiences, and spotlighting a turning point with the capacity to infuse any life with holy passion and purpose. What was missing?
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